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一、字彙測驗：１５％ 

1. The city of Boerne in Texas was _____ by German settlers in 1840s. 

(A) amused   (B)  survived   (C) avoided   (D) established 

2. After several robberies in this area, security is now given a high _____. 

(A) priority   (B) project   (C) percent   (D) parade 

3. He works in a large multinational _____, responsible for importing affairs. 

(A) proclamation  (B) reputation  (C) inspiration  (D) corporation 

4. Six legs are a common _____ of insects. 

(A) feather   (B) feature   (C) treasure   (D) torture 

5. After retiring from his position, my father jogs as his only _____ activity. 

(A) mythical   (B) persuasive  (C) recreational  (D) dramatic 

6. Do you have to _____ tickets in advance? I have visions that tickets will sell out soon. 

(A) deserve   (B) preserve   (C) reserve   (D) conserve 

7. Treating others as you would like them to treat you is a fine _____ of life. 

(A) admirer   (B) genius   (C) heritage   (D) philosophy 

8. The voice on the phone sounded _____, but I couldn’t recognize it. 

(A) familiar   (B) alive    (C) classic   (D) imaginative 

9. The evidence she gave to the court was not completely _____. Only half of the truth was 

uncovered. 

(A) cruel    (B) accurate   (C) casual   (D) illusive 

10. Last time I got a new hairstyle, everyone _____ on my new look, except my boyfriend. 

(A) complimented  (B) managed   (C) whispered  (D) trembled 

11. At the end of the meeting, it was _____ that no agreement had been reached. 

(A) elaborated  (B) announced  (C) interrupted  (D) collected 

12. The law requires equal treatment for all, _____ race, religion, or sex. 

(A) despite of  (B) regardless of  (C) as long as   (D) no matter 

13. In ancient China, the dragon used to _____ the emperor. 

(A) stand a chance of (B) give birth to  (C)  stand for   (D) look down on 

14. She became an American resident _____ of her marriage. 

(A) in place   (B) in turn   (C) by virtue   (D) by chance 

15. Before the final examination, I _____ for the whole night preparing for math and chemistry. 

(A) dropped out  (B) made over  (C) gave in   (D) stayed up 

 



二、克漏字：３０％ 

【A】  It was an October night in Bush Stadium in 2004. The Boston Red Sox swept its rival, the 

St. Louis Cardinals and won the World Series Championship in the fourth game. It was a   16   

moment for both the team and its fans, especially after an 84-year-long wait. Over the years, the 

Red Sox   17   to have been haunted by a curse put by Babe Ruth, who was so angry about 

being traded from the team that he made the   18   “Curse of the Bambino.” Most players and 

fans believed it had   19   the Red Sox   19   winning championship since 1920. They 

  20   the curse   20   their years of humiliating defeats. Nonetheless, in 2004 the Red Sox 

broke the curse by showing patience and   21  . Battling for the American League 

Championship, the Red Sox persisted even though they had lost three games to the New York 

Yankees.   22  , the Red Sox made an unbelievable turnaround in the fourth game and won the 

following three. This set an unheard-of record in the history of Major League Baseball—losing 

the first three games but winning all of the last four. The Red Sox kept their faith and proved that 

their wait   23  . 

16. (A) conventional  (B) unsung   (C) glorious   (D) boasting 

17. (A) looked up  (B) was said   (C) took pains  (D) was fated 

18. (A) knowing-well  (B) known-well  (C) well-knowing  (D) well-known 

19. (A) brought; to  (B) take; over  (C) dropped; out  (D) kept; from 

20. (A) blamed; for  (B) blamed; on  (C) protested; for  (D) protested; against 

21. (A) pretense   (B) perseverance  (C) privilege   (D) principle 

22. (A) against all odds (B) at ease   (C) all the while  (D) to the effect 

23. (A) was worthy it  (B) worthy it   (C) was worth it  (D) worth it 

 

【B】  The word “cosplay” is short for “costume role-play.” It began in the 1980s   24   video 

game and manga fans began dressing like their favorite characters. The   25   of cosplay is to 

actually become the characters, so cosplayers   26   to hand-make the perfect costume at home. 

Other than the art of costume-making, it’s also a way for cosplayers to express themselves. As a 

result, it is   27   as an important part of Japanese culture, and it soon   28   into a 

worldwide phenomenon. Nowadays, cosplayers can be seen in North America, Europe, and right 

here in Taiwan. They gather on the streets or at manga exhibitions to   29   their amazing 

costumes, with their brilliant   30   admired by other people.  

24. (A) which   (B) whose   (C) where   (D) when 

25. (A) spotlight   (B) reward   (C) object   (D) heritage 

26. (A) are busy   (B) spare no efforts (C) make no effort (D) are devoted 

27. (A) thought   (B) referred   (C) considered  (D) regarded 

28. (A) exploded   (B) explored   (C) explained   (D) exploited 

29. (A) set out   (B) set off   (C) show off   (D) show up 

30. (A) creator   (B) creativity   (C) creation   (D) creature 



三、綜合測驗：１０％ 

31. People say that the film Titanic is a film with _____ details, but it doesn’t make me _____ 

when I watched it. 

(A) touching; moving (B) touching; moved (C) touched; moving (D) touched; moved 

32. In the note, the phantom commanded that the lead role _____ to Christine. 

(A) give    (B) gave    (C) be given   (D) was given 

33. _____ that boys always can’t take eyes off her. 

(A) Attractive so Laura is     (B) Attractive so is Laura 

(C) So attractive Laura is     (D) So attractive is Laura 

34. Which sentence is INCORRECT? 

(A) Gary’s company face with financial problems because of depression. 

(B) Everyone will encounter different obstacles in pursuit of one’s dream. 

(C) Mr. and Mrs. are proud of their daughter, who just received a doctoral degree. 

(D) I took pride in my own performance in the speech contest. 

35. Which sentence is CORRECT? 

(A) It was stupid for me that I forgot to bring my wallet again. 

(B) It was difficult for her to solve the math problem. 

(C) Iris has no problem to prepare dinner in ten minutes. 

(D) Kim has no trouble to plan for her summer vacation. 

 

 

四、文意選填：１０％（不考慮選項首字大小寫） 

A. consideration B. ended up as C. that’s why D. had been E. origin 

AB. that AC. playing AD. however AE. conducted BC. with 

The presidential pardon of a turkey or two is granted on the day before Thanksgiving. It is 

a special event   36   at the White House. The president is supposed to proclaim the fate of the 

two birds. Such a Thanksgiving tradition has its   37   in the time of Abraham Lincoln’s 

presidency. It was in 1863   38   a dramatic episode happened to a living turkey which   39   

sent to the White House for Lincoln’s Thanksgiving dinner.   40   , Lincoln’s son, Tad, had a 

good time   41   with it and named it Jack. Before long, he found the destiny of his pet turkey 

and couldn’t bear to see Jack served at table.   42   he came to plead with his father for Jack’s 

life. After   43  , Lincoln ordered to save Jack’s life.   44   Tad’s sympathy for the turkey, 

Jack   45   the first turkey that was granted the presidential pardon. 

 

 

 

 

 



五、閱讀測驗：８％ 

     It is difficult for doctors to help a person with a damaged brain. Without enough blood, the 

brain lives for only three to five minutes and therefore more often the doctors can’t fix the 

damage. Sometimes they are afraid to try something to help because it is dangerous to work on 

the brain. The doctors might make the patient’s condition worse if he operates on the brain. 

     Dr. Robert White, a famous doctor and professor, finds a way to solve the problem. He 

thinks doctors should make the brain cool down. If it is cold enough, the brain can live without 

blood for 30 minutes. This gives the doctor a longer time to do something for the brain. 

     Dr. White tested his idea by experimenting on 13 monkeys. First, he taught them to do 

different jobs, and then he operated on them. He made the monkey’s blood go through a machine. 

The machine cooled the blood. Later, the machine sent the blood back to the monkeys’ brains. 

When the brain’s temperature was down to 10℃, the supply of the blood to the brain was cut off. 

After 30 minutes, he turned the blood back and warmed the blood again. After operations, the 

monkeys were like what they had been before—still healthy and busy. Each one could still do the 

jobs the doctor had taught them. 

 

46. The biggest difficulty in operating on the damaged brain is that ____. 

(A) the time is too short for doctors  (B) the patients are often too nervous 

(C) the damage is extremely hard to fix (D) the blood-cooling machine might break down 

47. The brain operation was made possible mainly by ____. 

(A) taking the blood out of the brain   (B) trying the operation on monkeys first 

(C) having the blood go through a machine (D) lowering the brain’s temperature 

48. With Dr. White’s new idea, the operation on the damaged brain ____. 

(A) can last as long as 30 minutes   (B) can keep the brain’s blood warm 

(C) can keep the patient’s brain healthy  (D) can help monkeys do different jobs 

49. What is the right order of the steps in the operation? 

(A) send the cooled blood back to the brain (B) stop the blood to the brain 

(C) have the blood cooled down    (D) operate on the brain 

 

 



國立關西高中 98 學年度第一學期 綜高二年級 英文科第二次期中考非選試題卷 

（請隨答案卡一併交回） 

六、文意字彙：２０％ 

50. Their most v   e belongings were locked in a safe in their bedroom. 

51. Some industries, such as tourism and restaurant, clearly p   t from the building of the 

highway. 

52. The U.S. g   t has tightened restrictions on new immigrants since decades ago, but this 

didn’t stop illegal newcomers from entering the country. 

53. Political tensions between both sides i   ed the likelihood of war in the country. 

54. Lack of fund, the school is incapable of renewing its equipment and f   ies. 

55. The old lady is c   te enough to forgive those naughty boys who broke the window glass. 

56. Her      (suspend) from school was not a harsh punishment, compared with his 

misbehavior. 

57. The report is      (represent) of the mass attitude toward the murder case. 

58. Alison’s performance did not live up to her parents’      (expect). 

59. Many scientists are firmly      (convince) of the possibility of life on other planets. 

 

七、整句式翻譯：７％ 

60. 直到我大學畢業，我才發現讀英文小說的樂趣。（4%） 

61. 雖然很有天份，但梵谷（Van Gogh）一生中只賣出一幅畫作。（3%） 
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59. (...not...)                   

                     

60. (...so...)                   

                     


